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Abstract. Nowadays, an effective teaching platform is an important factor in the distance education.
In the paper, the structure and functional modules of the teaching platform system based on web
technology is studied comprehensively, and these functional modules of the teaching platform is
introduced in detail. And the implementation process of the main technical and design principles is
generated in the paper. The platform has some function of management and teaching in the
education based on multi-layer structure.
Introduction
With the development of Internet technology, database technology, multimedia technology, growth
in demand for participation of learners, more and more learners get their knowledge and
information by using distance learning style.
The online teaching platform is built on the foundation of the Internet in general above, to
provide comprehensive support services for network teaching software systems. A teaching
platform based on complete Web consists of three systems: the online curriculum development
system, online teaching support systems and online teaching management system, these were
completed Web course development, Web teaching implementation and Web teaching management
functions. Network teaching platform in teaching systems on the basis of the original, from the
teaching process (courseware production and publishing, teaching organization, interactive teaching,
learning support and teaching evaluation) full support to the organization and management
(managing user and the course) teaching, then the platform can provide the network teaching
resources database and manage various education resource that should be integrated [1]. The
platform also integrated all kinds of network technology that can build the major subsystems of
education, to build a more complicate online teaching support environment.
Network Teaching Platform
Cyberspace. The so-called virtual private network space, that is, the network provides a storage
space and related services to user, so the user can construct their own special work environment
according to their own preferences, so in the virtual private network space, it so easy to achieve
quick and access to all kinds of network resources that include large data information [2].
And when user used a machine with internet, he can access to his virtual network space as access
to his own computer. So, users have a personalized space on mobile learning --- whether in the
where, when, you can enter your own online free learning school house.
The Online Classroom. Online Classroom is the main place to implement online learning. Preschool teachers and students can communicate freely at anytime by the online classroom, for
example, student can ask some question to teacher by the online classroom before class, after class
and in the class. So it can help teacher and students complete all aspects of teaching in effective.
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There are two parts in the online learning and classroom, management of online classroom and
learning in classroom learning way for students, management for teachers.
Video on Demand System. Video on Demand (VOD) system is a very important section in the
network teaching system, it is mainly to solve the problem of self-learning environment, is an
important way to improve the creative ability of students. Students can choose courses from the
self-interest of rich IP courseware through video-on-demand system easily [3].
The Online Test System. The online test system, including online self-test and the informal
online test, the test system must support both two types. The online test system has some functions,
such as proposition, management, automatic test paper, test platform, automatic grading, candidate
management, testing and measurement, score publishing capabilities.
Other Systems. Other systems include some functions, such as the forum management system,
website statistics systems, materials management systems, article management system, teaching
plan management system, personnel management system, rights management systems [4].
The Design of the System
The system uses a multi-layer structure; it can be classified from the system level, including
resource layer, resource management, application logic and presentation layers.
The resource layer of system: the resource including teaching resources (including professional
text teaching resources, test database, live classroom, courseware, etc.), the user resource disk space
(including network systems, the system can provide database space to users). The users can public
some information about class in the Forum; and sometimes student also can upload the job online.
The system also can manage the resources storage, organization and use of resources,
furthermore how to storage and organize these education resources is the first question to solve for
the resource layer of the system.
And the quality of storage and organize resources is related directly to the quality of the system’s
performance and usage. In the level, the use of resources and the management of resource should be
solved effectively [5].
The Level of Management. The level is responsible for use of resources, including the
generation, modify, delete, access, and control of resources. In the level, the resource management
have some function: ① the teaching system based on master-slave network technology is a
relatively independent system, it can generate the network virtual Classroom: Teachers can release
course syllabus, curriculum implementation in details, the course review, courseware, and other
live classroom by the platform. Students can get education resources from any Internet terminal at
anytime. In the layer, teachers and students can interact each other freely at anytime and anywhere.
In addition, teachers can publish offline job, online test and examinations, and students also can
learn or test at any place and at any time by downloading the offline job from the platform [6].
The User Management System. The user management system responsible for user
authentication and rights management, which is the basis for other management systems. In the
system, all users system is managed in unified management way by the management system.
Forum Management System. The system of forum is responsible for the forum management,
the management of forum moderators, and the management forum posts, it is primarily for
administrators and teachers.
The VOD System. The system is responsible for some function of video courseware, include
increase, delete, and change and check the resource of VOD system. The users can access any type
of video courseware through browser.
The Network Test System. The network test system, the system includes some functions, such
as the management of test database, paper production, marking and test management. The online
test System will provide an online self-test, adaptive form examination and given volume
examinations.
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The Article Management System. The system is responsible for all kinds of teaching resources
(text, Office, zip, web pages, streaming media and other resources). In the system, teachers can add,
delete, change, and check some education information.
Generation of the System
The Archetecture of System. The platform of teaching system is based on visual studio 2010
development platform, that using c and .net language in research and development, database using
SQL server 2008 as the background database. The language is .net, it is a technology platform,
based on the platform of development can be simplified a lot of work. The main benefits of.net
language across, cross-platform, security, and support for the open Internet standards and protocols.
In the system, some virtual modeling experiment equipment can be used in it. We adopt using
VRML technology used to describe the experimental equipment and its behavior, three-dimensional
VRML, it is a kind of modeling language, it is used to describe the three-dimensional objects and
their behavior, can build a virtual world, can be integrated text, images, audio, a variety of media
types, such as MPEG video can also be embedded programs written in Java [7].
Student’s module
Identify

Sign in

Autonomic learning
Virtual experiment
learning
Testing and scoring

Figure 1. The student module of the platform
The system can be divided in four sections: student module, teacher module and administrator
module, lab resources module. These functions be introduced as follows:
The students’ module: in the module, student registration, online experiment and the experiment
report can be submitted.
The teachers’ modules: teacher registration, batch management experiment, the experiment
project management, experiment report management, online teaching file to import, online students'
attendance;
The administrator module: user authentication management, department management, class
management, student management, the management of the term, virtual experiment components
management, database management, etc;
The experimental resources modules: professional laboratory is introduced, the rules and
regulations introduced, the experiment of the document download, online communication and so on
[8].
In the platform, four layers can be shown in the figure 1, in the architecture, students can online
computer professional experiment; teachers can arrange experiment project and experiment report
online reviews online. Administrator can manage user authentication, classes and professional
management. At the same time, according to the experiment the selected device model, need to
increase the need for experimental use. Students will also be able to online know each laboratory
background and rules will also be able to online to download the required test document [9]. At the
same time have a problem we can realize the online communication, first asked to solve the
problems in the experiment， as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
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Teachers’ module
Identify

Sign in

Share of education information
Communicate with students
Testing and scoring

Figure 2. The teachers’ module of the platform
The administrator module
Identify

Sign in

User authentication management
Virtual experiment components
management
Database management

Figure 3. The teachers’ module of the platform

Summary
With the rapid development of network technology, network teaching platform environment has
become the prevalent technology. How to use of modern information technology in teaching
information technology resources has become an important way of teaching.
At present digital systems and wireless network construction is developing rapidly, future
network teaching platform should be able to adapt to the development of these technologies, such as
network teaching platform can be incorporated into the school's Card.
With the continuous development of educational technology theory and network technology,
research and exploration of network teaching platform will continue in-depth, network teaching
platform will also have broad application prospects in modern teaching. Network teaching platform
is an important application of digital technology is an important part of the teaching and learning
environment, it is a necessary condition way for the Internet-based digitized teaching [10]. At the
same time, it can provide the resource that is a base for the creation of a learning society; and the
platform also can provide inexhaustible teaching resources for social.
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